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AUDIENCE COUNCIL ENGLAND 

Boardroom, BBC Trust, Great Portland Street, London: Tuesday 19 April 2011 

 

Present: 

Alison Hastings   Chair 

Christine Fanthome  Chair, London 

Wendy Andrews  Chair, East 

Rod Lipscombe   representing South East RAC 

Stuart Paterson   Chair, West 

Bruce Thomas   Chair, North West  

Thelma Holland   Chair, South West 

Rob Fryatt   Chair, South  

Hannah Eyres   Chair, North East & Cumbria 

Phillippa Denton   Chair, East Midlands 

Belinda Channer   Chair, West Midlands 

Steve Marshall   Chair, Yorks & Lincs 

Ian Palmer   Chair, Yorkshire  

 

Apologies 

Jill Hogan   Chair, South East 

 

Trust Unit 

Phil Harrold   Head of Governance, BBC Trust (observer, morning) 

Louise Hall   Head of Governance & Accountability England 

Lydia Thomas   Accountability Adviser, England  

Frances Bryant   Public Accountability Manager, South, South West, West 

Russell Thomas   Accountability Assistant, England 

Kevin Blacoe             Strategy Adviser, BBC Trust (item 6.1 only) 

Gareth Barr   Senior Strategy Adviser, BBC Trust (item 6.2 only) 

 

BBC 

David Holdsworth   Controller English Regions (items 3.3, 4.1 & 4.2 only) 

Alix Pryde    Director BBC Distribution (item 7 only) 
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1. Announcements 

The Trustee welcomed Rod Lipscombe, representing South East RAC, and Head of 

Governance, BBC Trust as an observer for the early part of the meeting.   

 

2. Minutes of previous meeting and matters arising 

2.1 The minutes were approved as a true record.  

 

2.2. Matters arising 

The Trustee invited comments following the ACE dinner. Members found these occasions very 

useful and the Trustee said that it was helpful for the BBC Executive to hear wider audience 

views. 

 

All action points had been completed. Facilitation training for RAC members would take place 

in May 2011. Controller English Regions would provide further information on Sunday regional 

news transmission times in his presentation. 

 

No action was required for other items carried over at this time. 

 

The Trustee reminded members about future guests for the June 2011 strategy meeting which 

would be held in London. Caroline Thomson, BBC Chief Operating Officer and Adrian Van 

Klaveren, Controller Radio Five Live would attend the meeting.  The Trustee was the lead 

Trustee for the Radio 5 Live Service Review which would launch on 20 April 2011.  

 

Seven items were raised for Burning Issues. Six were summarised in Paper 12 and one was 

raised at the meeting about the use of the word ‘reform’ in BBC output in relation to the 

Alternative Vote process.  There was one item under Any Other Business. The Trustee asked 

for the role and value of the Local Radio Link representatives to be revisited at the June ACE 

Strategy meeting; ahead of this members agreed to forward ideas on the matter. Chair South 

West noted the different agreement with the Channel Islands. 

 

One member asked for the ACE meeting packs to be posted earlier. This was noted; the 

delivery timetable would be reviewed. 

 

3. Reports 

3.1 National Trustee: Trust Meetings 

The Trust minutes for 20 January 2011 and 17 February 2011 along with a summary of the 17 

March 2011 Trust meeting were received.  The minutes for 17 March 2011 would be published 

on or after 11 May 2011. 

 

The Trustee invited comments. A member asked for feedback on item 6.3, 20 January 2011 

relating to the repositioning of Radio 7 as Radio 4 Extra. The Trustee advised members that 

matters were at an early stage and it would be interesting to judge the impact in due course. 

Another member asked about item 6.2, 20 January 2011 concerning the Radio Service Reviews 

and distinctiveness. The Trustee explained that in some instances Radio 4 was not reaching 
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parts of the target audience in different parts of the country and this was being looked at to 

better understand why. A further question was asked about item 5.1, 20 January 2011 

concerning National Audit Office (NAO) access. The Trust was in negotiation with the NAO.   

 

A member asked about item 22.2, 17 March 2011 which indicated that the Trust work-plan 

might change. Head of Governance, BBC Trust said that the work-plan architecture for the 

year was in place, and once the new Chairman was in post the main priorities for the year 

would be reviewed; the work-plan would then be updated as required. It was a requirement 

for the Trust to look at each service every five years. 

 

3.2 Head of Governance & Accountability England Report 

Members were informed about the statistics for the 2011 Regional Audience Council 

recruitment which included 42,000 website hits and just over 2,600 applications. This had been 

an effective round of recruitment and Head of Governance & Accountability was pleased with 

the response. 

 

The dates for the Joint Audience Councils Conference were confirmed for 11-12 October 

2011. Following the pattern of previous years the ACE meeting would be held on 10-11 

October in Birmingham, with three or four ACE members travelling on to London for the 

conference dinner and meeting. Members were invited to advise Head of Governance & 

Accountability England of their availability to represent ACE at the conference.  

 

Twenty-three members from across the 12 RACs had volunteered to take part in a virtual 

group to consider the Radio 5 Live Service Review. The process would begin in May 2011 and a 

draft submission would be prepared for consideration at the July 2011 ACE meeting. 

 

The updated ACE Terms of Reference were tabled. Members were advised that the mileage 

allowance for volunteers had increased to 45p per mile following revision by the Inland 

Revenue. A member asked if the BBC had chosen to upgrade to 45p per mile and was 

informed that there was a scale of mileage rates for BBC staff. Head of Governance, BBC Trust 

confirmed that it was considered appropriate to reimburse Audience Council members at the 

full rate as they were volunteers.  

 

Four members volunteered for the BBC News & Parliament Channels Service Review which 

would operate as a virtual group across the four national Audience Councils.   

 

3.3 Controller English Regions’ Report 

Politics was to the fore with a focus on informative and accurate reporting of the Alternative 

Vote process. Controller English Regions was offering central advice to guide the regional 

teams on this matter. Recent audience research had shown that there was more interest in 

politics now than during the General Election, with the spending cuts a lead issue. The regional 

teams were working hard to ensure licence fee payers were well informed. 
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Late Kick Off had achieved good audience figures but not as high as entertainment programmes 

in the same slot. The Midlands region programme had won an award for the best sports 

programme in Europe.  

 

The BBC’s Delivering Quality First process was dominating internal discussions, with 

consideration being given both to clever sharing of resources on and off air and the potential 

impact on BBC regional current affairs content in a financially constrained climate.  

 

A member asked if shared television commissions would mean regions sharing content. 

Controller English Regions said that the BBC was in year four of a five year savings cycle and 

Inside Out had already reduced its budget by ten to 15 per cent. There were 54 films over a 

series and it was suggested that ten of these could be shared without loss of local identity in 

regional cross-over areas. Controller English Regions accepted that items had to be carefully 

selected. 

 

Asked if a recent suggestion that BBC Local Radio should opt into BBC Radio 5 Live was a 

creative leak, Controller English Regions said this was an early idea which did not reflect a good 

understanding of BBC Local Radio. Members gave their views on the impact of the idea and 

agreed there was no groundswell of public support for the proposal. 

 

Another member asked if the television promotional trails for BBC Radio 5 Live which were 

shown at the time of the leak were a coincidence; Controller English Regions confirmed it was. 

He added that no final decision had been made but the idea of turning BBC Local Radio into an 

opt out for BBC Radio 5 Live had been dropped. However the scale of the cuts was big and 

there would be an impact on BBC Local Radio staffing levels. 

 

Controller English Regions confirmed that each of the content work-streams was challenged 

with 20 per cent reductions.  The Trustee asked if the Radio work-stream had to cut across all 

Radio. Controller English Regions said that the cut was indeed across Radio but one area could 

cut below 20 per cent and another above 20 per cent; overall the cut would be 20 per cent.  

Delivering Quality First was a three stage process: 

 each work-stream would make recommendations to BBC management; 

 the recommendations would go to the BBC Executive Board; 

 the BBC Executive Board would put proposals to the BBC Trust. 

 

Head of Governance, BBC Trust said the Trust had asked the BBC Executive to give options 

and not just proposals. The Trustees would test whether there were different options. The 

Trust would also seek the views of the Audience Councils and the wider audience.  

 

Members were concerned that there was more focus on Local Radio than on other cuts across 

the wider BBC. Controller English Regions said that there were other ideas in the frame 

including cutting BBC 2 Daytime TV content and reducing the BBC News channel budget.   
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A member asked for more information about the Yorkshire Local Radio daytime sharing pilot 

which had gained some positive feedback, as listeners found it helpful to be aware of what was 

happening across a wider region.  Controller English Regions said that audience reaction to the 

two BBC Local Radio sharing pilots would be available in May 2011. The Yorkshire pilot had 

worked well but there were different considerations for the South East as it was a large 

editorial area.  The South East RAC representative said that while there was a willingness for 

change, there were some concerns from the regional council about the loss of a genuine sense 

of localness, particularly relating to traffic information.  

 

Controller English Regions wanted to ensure that Delivering Quality First: 

 protected all the distinctive elements of Local Radio including sport, faith, news and the black 

and minority ethnic public service mission; 

  maintained audience reach; and 

 preserved the emotional relationship that local listeners had with their BBC Local Radio 

station. 

 

A member asked about the variable transmission times of Sunday regional news programmes 

which had occurred earlier in 2011. Controller English Regions explained that the transmission 

time was normally 10.00pm except in exceptional circumstances. The 10.30pm Sunday evening 

audience was smaller than the 10.00pm audience by approximately one million viewers. 

 

 A member asked when the additional funding for BBC Radio Northampton would be released. 

Controller English Regions said that £150,000 had been allocated for immediate amelioration of 

the problems at the station.  It would be given the highest priority for further funding when the 

new licence fee period began.  The Trustee had visited BBC Radio Northampton to better 

understand the situation and would raise the matter at a Finance Committee meeting. 

Controller English Regions agreed to forward information to the Trustee on this matter.  

 

4. England Matters 

4.1 6.30pm Regional TV News Executive Review: discussion 

The 6.30pm Regional TV News had the biggest news audience in the UK. The recent audience 

research that had been undertaken was both qualitative and quantitative.  Four focus groups 

across England were interviewed to provide insight into long term trends. The average 

audience in 2010 was bigger than in 2005. The headline findings showed that: 

 18.7million adults tuned in to BBC Regional News in an average week during 2010 – well 

above the 10.2million for ITV; 

 the BBC outperformed ITV across all Regional News bulletins; 

 49 per cent of UK adults regarded BBC One as being ‘best for regional news’ compared to 32 

per cent for ITV. 

 

Audience peaks were driven, in part, by big news stories with a strong regional relevance, for 

example the heavy snow and the emergency budget. The average audience grew throughout 

the 6.00pm-7.00pm news hour. BBC Regional News was felt to improve audience 

understanding of local/regional news and issues.  A recent upturn in reach had been driven by 
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the evening bulletins while reach numbers for lunchtime and late bulletins continued to follow a 

gradual decline.   

 

The audience was interested in issues and wanted these to be explained thoroughly. They 

wanted regional news to be similar but not identical to network news. The focus groups also 

revealed that the presenter’s importance in relation to the perception of a programme could 

not be underestimated.  

 

Members were concerned about the impact of BBC One HD on regional news.  

 

The Trustee asked about the next steps following on from the focus group research findings. 

Controller English Regions hoped for an increase and improvement in the way teams reported 

on major issues to viewers including covering fewer stories, but in greater depth. Leadership 

was essential to avoid a formulaic approach and the Heads of Regional and Local Programmes 

and Managing Editors were pushing teams to try new approaches.  

 

The Trustee asked Controller English Regions to return to ACE on this matter in the future at 

an appropriate time.    

   

4.2 BBC Local Radio Service Review 

This review would be the most significant piece of audience council work in 2011. It had been 

agreed with the Trust Unit project team to focus the June outreach on three areas: citizenship, 

culture and participation.   

 

Head of Governance and Accountability outlined the structure and aims of the outreach.  The 

events would focus on the core users of the service (those aged 50 and over),  and include 

audience groups for each of the 38 Local Radio stations. RAC members would be invited to act 

as facilitators and note-takers and the Local Radio Link people would be valuable contributors 

in this context.  The Public Accountability Managers would discuss logistics with ACE members 

as different approaches may be required for different regions. Other age groups may be 

consulted later in 2011.  

 

The aim of the outreach was to gain a straightforward audience perspective, and at this stage 

no audience data or broader statistical information would be provided; that would come to the 

Council later in 2011. The events would take place ahead of the Delivering Quality First proposals 

being submitted to the Trust in July, and the Trustee reminded members to be aware of any 

sensitivities.  

 

Members raised questions about the categories such as ‘rural’ for Sussex and Surrey but not 

for Kent. Controller English Regions said these judgements had been applied some years ago 

and might no longer have relevance. The Trustee said that it might be appropriate to revisit the 

judgements to accurately reflect regional composition and welcomed suggestions from 

members.  
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4.3 Digital Switchover (standing item) 

The latest phase of digital switchover in England began in the Central and Anglia regions on 30 

March 2011.  The Trustee invited comments and suggested that any technical questions be 

raised with Controller BBC Distribution under item 7. No problems were reported.    

 

4.4 Chairs’ Introductions to RAC Reports 

The Trustee thanked members for their time and contributions. The main themes across the 

reports were summarised, as follows.   

 

All members had praised their local and regional BBC services; and a number had noted their 

satisfaction with the re-commissioning of Late Kick Off and the regularisation of the Monday 

transmission slot at 11.05pm. Head of Governance and Accountability said that the RACs 

should take some credit for this. The Trustee asked members to relay thanks to their members 

on this matter.   Some reports had noted concerns about DAB radio; the London RAC report 

made clear that not all who lived in London had a metropolitan mindset; Yorkshire & 

Lincolnshire RAC noted that the Local Radio sharing pilot might reduce localness; West 

Midlands RAC considered that the region’s general election coverage had not been relevant to 

rural communities,  and there was a recurrent view that entertainment did not feature 

prominently enough in the purpose remits; South West RAC asked if all communities were 

getting benefit from the licence fee, and flagged that the BBC had an important role in driving 

broadband speed; East Midlands RAC praised the success of BBC Local Radio; and there was a 

reminder from North West RAC to recall the lessons of history with regard to the impact of 

cutting BBC Local Radio services. 

 

A recent Media Guardian article had commented that BBC Local Radio and BBC Daytime 

content were two parts of BBC output that were largely consumed by older people and, while 

there were stations targeting young people, older people were ignored in that context. The 

article referred to the Trust’s Audience Councils picking this up. As these concerns about 

older people had initially been raised at ACE, it was agreed that the article would be highlighted 

to RAC members. The Trustee asked members to remind their RACs that their comments 

were recognised and added value to the advisory role of the councils. 

 

4.5 ACE Annual Report 2010/11 

Head of Governance & Accountability invited comments on the draft ACE Annual Report 

2010/11 which had been forwarded to members ahead of the meeting.  The aim was to provide 

an accurate summary of ACE and RAC activity throughout the year. 

 

The content and format was noted and members offered a number of suggestions and 

amendments which were agreed. Head of Governance & Accountability would finalise the 

document incorporating the amendments. The Trustee thanked members for their 

contributions. 
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4.6 RAC Recruitment 

The Appointments Panel had met on Monday 4 April. The Trustee thanked the members in 

their roles as RAC Chairs for their hard work and commitment in bringing forward such a 

diverse and impressive range of candidates. There were 67 nominations and 19 extensions, all 

of which had been approved. 

 

Members reflected on the process and were asked by the Trustee to feed back specific 

comments to their Public Accountability Managers. The Public Accountability Managers and 

Head of Governance and Accountability would then review the 2011 process and incorporate 

any learning points within the 2012 recruitment.   

 

5. Programme & Service Review 

5.1 Digital Matters: Audience views 

 A summary of the February RAC discussions on DAB was included under Paper 8. Chair, 

West RAC briefed members on his earlier meeting with Senior Strategy Adviser, BBC Trust 

and a summary note of that meeting was tabled.  

 

A number of his concerns were echoed by the RAC meeting summaries; these included the 

cost to the consumer; a lack of evidenced research into DAB; incompatibility with car radios; a 

view that FM quality was superior; signal and reception problems; and high battery 

consumption.  

 

A member suggested that it might be helpful to examine DAB from the Distribution 

perspective and raise it with Controller, Distribution under item 7.  The Trustee agreed and 

proposed that if members considered further evaluation of DAB would be helpful, this could be 

taken up as a research issue for ACE but the issue was beyond the control of the BBC. The 

Trustee considered it was important to bring DAB concerns to the attention of the Trust who 

could then determine whether to take it further or not. Head of Governance & Accountability 

reminded the Council that other nations’ Audience Councils occasionally commissioned 

specific research.   It was agreed to keep DAB on the ACE agenda and revisit the subject, with 

the aim of coming to a formal ACE position at a later meeting. 

 

The Trustee and members thanked and congratulated Chair, West RAC for his work which 

had progressed ACE thinking on DAB radio matters and asked him to continue to lead on this 

matter on behalf of ACE. 

 

5.2 Regional Programmes: RAC Feedback 

The Trustee invited comments.  A member said that the fixed transmission time for Late Kick 

Off was appreciated but there was still some concern about the late transmission time.  Head 

of Governance & Accountability would note this comment in the text of the Annual Review. 

Another member said that if Late Kick Off began transmission in September, at the start of the 

football season rather than in January, it would gain a larger audience.  The comment would be 

forwarded to Controller English Regions and Head of Local Programming, English Regions.  
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6. Trust Business 

6.1 BBC Radio 3, 4 & 7 Trust Report: Kevin Blacoe, Strategy Adviser, BBC Trust 

Members were thanked for the ACE submission to the BBC Radio 3, 4 & 7 Review. It was a 

helpful contribution which chimed with other views and provided a genuine reflection of 

audience opinion. 

 

The review had received the highest response to a service review with just under 18,000 

responses. The key findings and actions were described. 

 

Radio 3:  a high quality service, that was distinctive with very positive performance metrics. The 

reasons for the positivity were the music itself, the informative style, depth of knowledge and 

the tone of the station which was considered passionate and intelligent. The challenge was to 

position the station to appeal to new listeners. BBC management were aware of this and over 

the previous couple of years had provided new entry points for listeners during breakfast and 

drive-time. There was no evidence that this diminished the quality of the station or its 

distinctiveness. 

 

Members commented on the challenge for the station in maintaining quality while also being 

more accessible. Strategy Adviser, BBC Trust said the aim was for small incremental changes in 

the right direction, with the wider BBC offering appropriate support. A member asked if the 

high cost per listener to the station was because Radio 3 supported BBC orchestras. The 

Trustee said that the Trust recognised the value the BBC orchestras provided to support the 

work of Radio 3. The recommendations in the report gave the station ideas for the direction of 

travel. 

 

Radio 4: The station was recognised as a high quality service and ‘a national treasure’, offering 

core public service broadcasting with high listening figures. Radio 4 played a substantial role in 

delivering the BBC mission overall. There were some challenges which BBC management was 

addressing. These included the replenisher audience of 35 – 54 year olds; strategic initiatives 

were underway to appeal to this audience. The audience profile showed that there were 

different demographic groups across the UK who might be expected to be listeners but were 

not, and BBC management were proposing ideas to address this matter and help Radio 4 widen 

its appeal. This strategy would not jeopardise the distinctiveness of the station. The Trustee 

said this was a common sense approach as Radio 4 content was cherished and helped to 

deliver an affinity for the BBC. 

 

A member said that Radio 4 sounded different now from a decade ago, so it naturally evolved 

over time; it was important to raise awareness and offer cross-promotion and marketing, 

particularly for a station described as a national treasure.  

 

Radio 7 (now Radio 4 Extra): this station was really appreciated by the audience almost as a 

‘guilty pleasure’. It had done well for a digital station but there was low audience awareness. 
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The station had been rebranded as Radio 4 Extra to encourage the Radio 4 audience to listen 

and provide a gateway to the station. 

 

A member agreed it was a smart move to rebrand. 

 

Strategy Adviser, BBC Trust summarised the Radio 5 Live Service Review which would launch 

on 20 April.  The Audience Councils could offer insights on a range of matters including: 

 the overall editorial mix of the station; 

 the delivery of public value; 

 communicating the views of the RACs; 

 how the station fitted with the wider BBC portfolio, particularly Local Radio and network 

radio; and in the audience mind, what were the similarities and differences between Radio 5 

Live and Local Radio? 

   

6.2 Presentation on the BBC Strategy Review: Gareth Barr, Senior Strategy 

Adviser, BBC Trust 

Senior Strategy Adviser, BBC Trust briefed members on the key findings and main conclusions 

of the BBC Strategy Review which began in July 2009, when the Trust asked the BBC Executive 

to undertake a full-scale review of the BBC’s strategy, to decide what the future direction of 

the corporation ought to be. The BBC Executive’s proposals were published in March 2010. 

The Trust launched a consultation on those proposals in May 2010 and the initial conclusions 

were published in July 2010. The Trust’s final report was published in December 2010. 

 

The Trust had gathered evidence from a wide variety of sources including the Audience 

Councils; two phases of audience research; a public consultation; industry roundtables; and 

expert advice on openness and transparency, market trends, budget allocation and oversight. 

 

This had been the biggest piece of engagement undertaken by the Trust, receiving around 

100,000 responses.  There were four main conclusions from the Trust’s review: 

 to increase the distinctiveness and quality of output – all programmes should aim to have a 

recognisable, distinct BBC quality; 

 to improve value for money for licence fee payers – increasing efficiency along with increased 

investment in high-quality output; 

 to set new standards of openness and transparency – so that the public and the market 

understand how the BBC spends its money, how it is performing and what it plans to do next; 

and  

 to do more to serve all audiences – getting the BBC’s services to the whole population; 

ensuring there is something for everyone; and representing the whole of the UK in its output. 

 

Senior Strategy Adviser also gave a brief summary of the history of DAB radio.  

 

7. Alix Pryde, Director BBC Distribution 

In her presentation, Director BBC Distribution highlighted the following points. 
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BBC Distribution kept the BBC on-air every day through the delivery of broadcast TV and 

Radio. The Distribution team faced challenges as its headcount was being reduced by one fifth 

following the licence fee settlement. Every service and every platform delivered value to a 

licence fee payer, so the challenge was to streamline the universality without losing the 

guarantee of access to services for all audiences.  

 

Director Distribution explained the future distribution team strategy noting overheads; value 

for money; universality and the range of BBC Services provided.  

 

The Trustee asked Director Distribution to describe the BBC investment in DAB radio and 

members raised a number of questions related to the earlier discussion under item 5.1. 

  

Director Distribution outlined current information on DAB radio transmission coverage and 

listening levels, including that one in five listening hours for Radio 4 and Radio Five Live are 

delivered via DAB, with the corresponding figure for Radio 3 being one in four hours. The 

Trustee asked if there was any research on public need and expectations for DAB radio. A 

member asked about a reported delay for DAB radio in Guernsey and Director Distribution 

agreed to provide a factual summary of the situation [Done later that day].  

 

The Trustee said that ACE would progress its investigation into DAB radio and Director 

Distribution would be invited back for further discussion on that matter and on HD.  

 

8. Burning Issues 

The seven burning issues had been addressed during the course of the meeting.  

 

9. Any other business 

A member commented that the RACs had reviewed more programmes in past years and this 

involvement helped members to feel valued; another reported one RAC member’s suggestion 

that reviews should include more of the BBC’s big budget programming. The Trustee urged 

members to ensure that RACs were informed about successes and reminded members that 

the work of the councils reflected the Trust work-plan but could include emerging audience 

issues.  

 

No further issues were raised.  The meeting closed.  

 

Details of next meeting: 

Date: Tuesday, 7 June 2011. 

Venue:  BBC Trust, Great Portland Street, London.  


